We have generalized the properties with the tensor product, of one 4 × 4 matrix which is a permutation matrix, and we call a tensor commutation matrix 2 ⊗ 2. Tensor commutation matrices n ⊗ p can be construct with or without calculus. A formula allows us to construct a tensor permutation matrix, which is a generalization of tensor commutation matrix, has been established. The expression of an element of a tensor commutation matrix n ⊗ p, with n = p , has been generalized in the case of any element of a tensor permutation matrix. The tensor commutation matrix 3 ⊗ 3 has been expressed by using the Gell-Mann matrices.
INTRODUCTION
When we had worked on RAOELINA ANDRIAMBOLOLONA idea on the using tensor product in Dirac equation [1] , [2] we had met the unitary matrix This matrix is frequently found in quantum information theory [3] , [4] , [5] where one write, by using the Pauli matrices [3] , [4] , [5] [
where, 
in order to obtain a conjecture of the form of a tensor commutation matrix n ⊗ n, for any n ∈ N ⋆ .
We have studied the properties of such matrices in the more general case, according to the RAOELINA ANDRIAMBOLOLONA approach in linear algebra and multilinear algebra [6] . In establishing firstly, the theorems on
Matrices. A generalization
If the elements of a matrix are considered as the components of a second order tensor, we adopt the habitual notation for a matrix, without bracket inside. Whereas if the elements of the matrix are, for instance, considered as the components of sixth order tensor, three times covariant and three times contravariant, then we represent the matrix of the following way, for example The first indices i 1 and j 1 are the indices of the outside bracket which we call the first order bracket ; the second indices i 2 and j 2 are the indices of the next bracket which we call the second order brackets ; the third indices i 3 and j 3 are the indices of the most interior bracket, of this example, which we call third order brackets. So, for instance, M 321 121 = 5. If we delete the third order brackets, then the elements of the matrix [M] are considered as the components of a forth order tensor, twice contravariant and twice covariant.
Consider a more general case
where the elements of [M] are considered as the components of a 2k-th order tensor, k times contravariant and k times covariant. The first order bracket is the bracket of a n 1 × m 1 -dimensional matrix ; the second order brackets are the brackets of a n 2 × m 2 -dimensional matrices ; . . . ; the k-th brackets are the the brackets of the
the elements of [M] are considered as the components a second order tensor, once contravariant and once covariant. Then, [8] 
The elements of the matrix
, with interior brackets, can be considered as the components of a third order tensor, twice contravariant and once covariant. Then, for example, (N 12 2 ) = 1. 
Tensor Product of Matrices
according to the formulas (1.2) and (1.3)
One can also define elements of tensor product of the matrix [A] by the matrix [B] by the the following way
(cf. for example [3] 
Proposition 2.4. Tensor product of matrices is associative.
3 Tensor permutation operators
for all x 1 ∈ E 1 , x 2 ∈ E 2 , . . ., x k ∈ E k . If n = 2, then say that U σ is a tensor commutation operator.
Remark 3.1. U σ is an isomorphism and U σ −1 is a tensor permutation operator too.
( by definition of operator transpose [6] 
4 Tensor permutation matrices
matrices formed by the components of α 1 , α 2 ,. . ., α k respectively with respect to B 1 , B 2 ,. . ., B k .
The components of α 1 ⊗ α 2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ α k with respect to B 1 ⊗B 2 ⊗ . . .⊗ B k are the elements of the unicolumn matrix [
are the elements of the unicolumn matrix
Let α 1 ∈ E 1 , α 2 ∈ E 2 , . . ., α k ∈ E k and B 1 , B 2 ,. . ., B k be basis respectively of E 1 , E 2 , . . ., E k where the components of α 1 , α 2 ,. . ., α k form the unicolumn
This is true for all α 1 ∈ E 1 , α 2 ∈ E 2 , . . ., α k ∈ E k . U σ is a σ-tensor permutation operator and [U σ ] is σ-tensor permutation matrix.
with respect to the same basis. Employing the Theorem3.2,
is a tensor commutation matrix 3 ⊗ 2. Using the Theorem4.1, 
For n ∈ IN
⋆ , the tensor commutation matrix 1⊗n is the n-dimensional unit matrix.
3. For n ∈ IN ⋆ , the tensor commutation matrix n ⊗ n is a symmetrical matrix.
⋆ , for p ∈ IN ⋆ , tensor commutation matrices p ⊗ n et n ⊗ p are inverses and transposes each other.
5. If p is a prime integer number , the only p-dimensional tensor commutation matrix is the p-dimensional unit matrix, which is the tensor commutation matrix 1 ⊗ p.
6. Let E be a n-dimensional K-vector space, U ∈ L(E ⊗ E) a tensor commutation operator
That is U is an involutive endomorphism.
of the habitual product of matrices is a sous-group of the group of the permutation matrices np × np. Notation 4.5. If U σ is a tensor permutation matrix, then αU σ ,(α ∈ K) is a tensor permutation matrix too. So denote [U n 1 ⊗n 2 ⊗...⊗n k (σ)] the σ-tensor permutation matrix n 1 ⊗ n 2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ n k formed by 0 and 1.
We will remark
Example 4.6. σ is the permutation on {1, 2, 3}, such that σ(1) = 3, σ(2) = 2, σ(3) = 1.
Using the same method as the one of the Example4.3 
Construction of a tensor permutation matrix
For r ∈ IN ⋆ , define E (r) ij as the matrix r × r whose elements are zeros except the i-th row and j-th column which is equal 1. The tensor commutation matrix n ⊗ p is a linear combination of some [E (np) ij ] with coefficient 1.
For example, the tensor commutation matrix [U 3⊗2 ] of (4.1) can be written
We are going to determine the relation between i, j, k and l in order that the matrix E (n) ij ⊗ E (p) kl make up the linear combination giving the tensor commutation matrix n ⊗ p. Let [a] and [b] be two column matrices with n, p rows respectively.
where, in these three last matrices a j , b l , a j b l are respectively at i-th,
On the other hand
was among the terms of the sum giving the tensor commutation matrix n ⊗ p. Using the relation (5.1), for each column γ
-th row is equal to 1 and the other elements of the same column are equals to zero.
According to (5.2) and (5.3) the tensor commutation matrix n ⊗ p can be constructed by the following way without doing any calculus :
Rule 5.1. Let us start in putting 1 at first row and first column, after that let us pass into second column in going down at the rate of n rows and put 1 at this place, then pass into third column in going down at the rate of n rows and put 1,and so on until there is only for us n − 1 rows for going down (then we have obtained as number of 1 : p). Then pass into the next column which is the (p + 1)-th column, put 1 at the second row of this column and repeat the process until we have only n − 2 rows for going down (then we have obtained as number of 1 : 2p). After that pass into the next column which is the (2p + 2)-th column, put 1 at the third row of this column and repeat the process until we have only n − 3 rows for going down (then we have obtained as number of 1 : 3p). Continuing in this way we will have that the element at n × p-th row and n × p-th column is 1. The other elements are 0.
Example 5.2. We have the tensor commutation matrix 3 ⊗ 5 
We have the following formula
can be written as a sum of some matrices E 
is among the terms whose sum gives
-th row is equal to 1 and the other elements of the same column are zeros.
Expression of an element of a tensor permutation matrix
Here n and p are any elements of N ⋆ . So it is a matter of generalizing the expression of an element of the tensor commutation matrix n ⊗ n for any n ∈ N ⋆ [3] . At first, study the above example for conjecturing the expression for the more general case. So we follow the way in the paper [3] . Then write [U 3⊗5 ] by the following way : where, i 1 i 2 = 11, 12, . . . , 1n, 21, 22, . . . , 2n, . . . , p1, p2, . . . , pn row indices, j 1 j 2 = 11, 12, . . . , 1p, 21, 22, . . . , 2p, . . . , n1, n2, . . . , np column indices, is a n × p-dimensional square matrix, which suggest us the following propo-sition. 
CONCLUSION
We can construct a tensor commutation matrix, with or without calculus. We can also construct a tensor permutation matrix, but this time, by calculus, and we have the expression of an element of such matrix. So employing these matrices, a property of tensor product is in addition to we have already got. As the relation between tensor commutation matrix 2 ⊗ 2 with Pauli matrices is frequently found in quantum Information theory, we hope that its analogous, the relation between tensor commutation matrix 3 ⊗ 3 with the Gell-Mann matrices, will have also its applications in physics.
